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Discovery tour Kyrgyz Ala-Too and Song-Kul 14 days
By taking the nomadic trails along the Kyrgyz  Ala-Too mountain range you will discover the wide open

spaces,"Jailoo" the nomads' summer pastures, the wild rivers that descend from the glaciers, the life of the
nomads, see the steppes of Song-Kul Lake and the wildlife. During the trek, you will cross the mountain

passes  such as Shamshy-Bel 3560 m, Jalgyz-Karagai 3200 m. 

International flight
Day 1: Bishkek
We will meet at the Manas international airport and transfer to Bishkek. Rest in a guesthouse or hotel. Visit the
capital city Bishkek and its center, contrasted city of Soviet architecture but with nice parks and superb walks. 
You will visit the Osh Grand Bazaar, walk along its bustling alleyways, and see its artisanal goods, its cultural 
contrasts between Chinese specialties and dried fruits from the Middle-East.

Transfer: 45 min;
Accommodation: guesthouse or hotel

 
Day 2: Boom and the canyons of Konorchok
On the way to Boom gorge, we make a stop at Tokmok Town to visit Burana tower. A tower which dates back to
the Kharakhanid period of  X-XI century. In the afternoon, we begin our first trek.

Trekking: 4h
Altitude variation: 400m / -700m
Accommodations: tent

 
Day 3: Kyzyl-Suu
We leave the canyon through the gorge of Konorchok, cross the huge pastures of Kok-Jar and cross the old 
collective farm buildings. We will put up our camp next to a family of shepherds.

Trekking: 4h
Altitude variation: 600 / -300
Accommodations: tent

 
Day 4: Kyzyl
We will continue our trek to pass through the summer pastures of Boz-Tegerek, crossing several yurt camps of
shepherds.

Trekking: 5h
Altitude variation: 700m / -950m
Accommodations: tent

 
Day 5: Shamshy-Bel
Today we will have a longer trek  with crossing of several passages of the rivers. We cross the Karagai-Bulak fir 
forest with its beautiful landscapes and will arrive at the foot of the Shamshy pass which has elevaton of 3560 
m. We camp at 3000 m

Trekking: 6 / 7h
Altitude variation: 1100m
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Accommodations: tent
 
Day 6: Sarala-Saz
We cross Shamshy  pass(3560m) and it is  last day of trekking in the chain of  Kyrgyz Ala Too. We arrive at the 
huge valley and summer pasture of Sarala-Saz.

Trekking: 5h
Altitude variation: 550 / -650
Accommodations: tent

 
Day 7: Kyzart
Transfer to Kyzart village at the foot of the Song-Kul mountains. Opportunity to discover a Russian traditional 
"banya" a very hot sauna bath. We will make a stop in Kochkor to make the lunch.

Transfer: 5h
Accommodation: homestay

 
Day 8: Trekking to Kilemche
Second stage of trekking continues  in the "jaïloo" (summer pasture) of Kilemché which means "carpet of 
flowers" in local  language.

Trekking: 5h
Altitude variation: 400m
Accommodations: tent

 
Day 9: Song-Kul
Trekking to Song-Kul Lake. Crossing  the Jalgyz-Karagai Pass (3200m)

Trekking: 5h
Altitude variation 900m
Accommodations: yurt

 
Day 10: Free day
During the summer a large gathering of Kyrgyz nomads cover  the whole wide landscape. Discover the life of
nomads. Possibility of a ride horse or small hike by foot.

Accommodations: yurt
 
Day 11: Ak-Saï
Transfer via Kalmak-Ashuu Pass to  Kochkor and arriving in  Ak-Saï Canyon  of  Issyk-Kul lake, where we will 
install the tents at shore of the lake.

Transfer: 5h
Accommodations: tent
 
Day 12: Walk in the canyons and Eagle hunting
Small hikes in the canyons and swim in the lake. In the afternoon, we will see  a hunting demonstration with an
eagle.

Accommodations: tent
 
Day 13: Return to Bishkek
Accommodation: guesthouse or hotel
 
Day 14: Transfer to the airport and return flight back home

Transfer: 45 min
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